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Over the last decade, many different algorithms were developed for the motion planning of road vehicles due to the increasing interest in the automation of
road transportation. To be able to ensure dynamical feasibility of the planned trajectories, nonholonomic dynamics of wheeled vehicles must be considered.
Nonlinear optimization based trajectory planners are proven to satisfy this need, however this happens at the expense of increasing computational effort,
which jeopardizes the real-time applicability of these methods. This paper presents an algorithm which offers a solution to this problematic with a hybrid
approach using artificial neural networks (ANNs). First, a nonlinear optimization based trajectory planner is presented which ensures the dynamical feasibility
with the model-based prediction of the vehicle’s motion. Next, an artificial neural network is trained to reproduce the behavior of the optimization based
planning algorithm with the method of supervised learning. The generation of training data happens off-line, which eliminates the concerns about the
computational requirements of the optimization-based method. The trained neural network then replaces the original motion planner in on-line planning
tasks which significantly reduces computational effort and thus run-time. Furthermore, the output of the network is supervised by the model based motion
prediction layer of the original optimization-based algorithm and can thus always be trusted. Finally, the performance of the hybrid method is benchmarked
with computer simulations in terms of dynamical feasibility and run-time and the results are investigated. Examinations show that the computation time can
be significantly reduced while maintaining the feasibility of resulting vehicle motions.
Keywords: automated driving, motion planning, trajectory planning, vehicle control, nonlinear optimization, artificial neural networks
Highlights
• A model-based, multi-objective, dynamically feasible trajectory planner is introduced, which solves the motion planning problem through
online nonlinear optimization.
• Although the method has high performance, it also requires major computational effort, which is not acceptable for real-time application.
• An ANN based approach is proposed to provide close-to-optimal initial value for the optimization process.
• A novell ANN based method is proposed to replace the online optimization process, while also supervising the output of the ANN.
• Training benchmarks, behavior comparison and simulation prove the performance of the developed solutions.
0 INTRODUCTION
Highly automated and autonomous driving is expected
to contribute to the quality of road transportation in
multiple ways. The most important impact can be
the improvement of road safety. Owing to the spread
of passive and active electronic safety systems, the
number of fatal road accidents has been reduced by
48 % between 2001 and 2015 in the European Union
[1]. Higher degree of automation could further increase
road safety as human factors are still responsible for
the majority the remaining incidents. Energy efficiency
and environmental friendliness is also an increasing
social requirement. Researches show that automated
vehicles could save up to 10 % to 30 % fuel by utilizing
optimized route finding and driving strategies [2] and
[3]. Road traffic parameters, such as average travel
time and traffic flow capacity are also predicted to
improve significantly [4].
The numerous expectations make autonomous
driving the most important research field for both
industrial and academic institutions concerning road
transportation. Although there are many technical
challenges to solve, one of the most important aspects
is navigating the automated vehicle in the dynamic
traffic environment. The decision making process
generally has a hierarchical structure with 3 major
levels. The highest level in the hierarchy is called route
planning and is responsible for finding an appropriate
route through the available road infrastructure from
the current position to the required end destination.
The middle level - behavior planning - navigates
the selected route and interacts with the other traffic
participants according to road rules. This paper
addresses the lowest layer called motion planning. The
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motion planning layer is fed by behavior planning
with some maneuver primitives (e.g. lane-change or
right-turn) and generates the trajectory of the vehicle.
The trajectory contains not only the desired path that
the vehicle should travel along but it also includes
all temporal quantities which describe the vehicle’s
motion e.g. the associated velocity and acceleration.
The collection of these quantities is called the state or
the configuration of the vehicle [5].
The trajectory of the vehicle must be safe,
dynamically feasible, comfortable and customizable
according to the preferences of individual passengers.
A further requirement against the planning algorithm
is that it must be computable fast enough to enable
real-time application on state of the art hardware.
Over the last decades, many different approaches have
been developed to solve the motion planning problem.
However, to the best of author’s knowledge, no
method was provided with the capability of satisfying
all above requirements simultaneously. Classical
motion planning approaches can be split into four
major categories. Namely, there are geometric based
methods, graph search based algorithms, incremental
search techniques and variational methods. The first
three kind of algorithms are rather suitable for path
planning only, which path is then later transformed
to a trajectory by assigning time information in a
further step. Furthermore, the possibility to consider
the vehicle’s nonholonomic motion is strongly limited.
Geometric methods are composing the vehicle’s
path from geometric curves like circular arcs, clothoids
[6], polynomial splines, or polynomial function of
time or arc length [7]. The parameters of the curves
are usually calculated based on geometric boundary
conditions (e.g. initial and final positions of the
vehicle) considering the limited steering angle and
side acceleration of the vehicle along the curve [8].
The advantage of these algorithms is that they are
computationally cheap. Because of this, a common
approach to generate a suboptimal collision-free
motion is to evaluate multiple candidates into different
terminal configurations and choose the best amongst
safe ones for execution according to some cost function
[9].
Graph search methods have been used for
path finding problems since Dijkstra’s algorithm
have been published [10]. These algorithms are
using a discretization of the vehicle’s spatiotemporal
environment and building a graph from the feasible
and unoccupied points or motion primitives. The
dimension of the state space used [11] as well as
resolution of the discretization can be set adaptively to
balance between computational effort and path quality
[12]. With the Hybrid A* algorithm it is also possible
to associate a continuous state with each discrete cell
resulting a much smoother path [13].
Instead of a fixed discretization of space
time, incremental search techniques such as
rapidly-exploring random tree (RRT) and its
extensions are building the graph by random sampling
[14]. The graph begins at the initial configuration of
the vehicle and is incremented by randomly sampled
new configurations from its unoccupied environment.
Some appropriate distance metrics (e.g. Dubins path
[15]) is used to determine the vertex of the graph that
the new point can be connected to. RRT can also be
extended by predicting the response of a closed loop
controller-vehicle model to the randomly sampled
reference and using the resulting response to build the
graph [16].
Variational methods are formulating the trajectory
planning problem as a nonlinear constrained
optimization, and often draw ideas from other
optimal control techniques such as model predictive
control (MPC). The aim is usually to find some
appropriate input functions that drive the model of the
vehicle into a prescribed end state while minimizing
a cost function that represents the quality of the
trajectory [17]. The problem can be discretized by
using a parametrization of the input functions. These
methods enable the usage of more complex dynamic
models or even real measurements for the prediction
of the vehicle’s motion an can therefore ensure a
dynamical feasibility in a much wider range of driving
conditions [18]. Obstacle avoidance can also be
integrated in the optimization problem formulated in
form of additional constraints [19].
Beside the classical methods, an emerging
interest is shown throughout the field of robotics
towards artificial neural networks well known for
their outstanding performance in learning, adaptation,
generalization and optimization. Additionally, as
the required computational time of application of
a trained neural network is significantly lower
than the run-time required for traditional optimizing
algorithms, these networks have high potential for
real-time applications. These capabilities make
application of such networks worth considering in the
assessment of possible solutions for complex problems
featuring recognition, learning and decision-making as
trajectory planning. Applications for path planning
and motion control of multi-joint manipulators [20]
or servo motor systems [21] are target to current
researches.
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Known researches discussed the problem of
collision-free trajectory planning using nonholonomic
vehicle model. Some of them were to conduct
obstacle avoidance in dynamic environment [22]
[23]. Several works included mapless navigation
with free- path detection using on-board sensors
such as ultrasonic sensors [24] or laser scanner [25].
Reinforcement learning methods were also introduced
both utilizing off-line [26] and on-line training [27].
Different artificial neural network aided approaches
were presented using nonholonomic vehicle models in
the field of control design for automated parking [28],
and vehicle motion prediction, where the network is
trained to replicate the dynamics of a specific vehicle
[29]. However, application of artificial neural networks
in safety relevant systems is only possible with post
filtering by traditional algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows. Section
1 introduces in details the nonlinear optimization
based motion planning algorithm which is the basis
of our examinations. In Section 2 the proposed
hybrid approach is described which utilizes artificial
neural network combined with classical methods to
ensure feasible output. The performance of the
algorithm is then benchmarked in Section 3, and
Section 4 contains conclusion summary and offers
future research directions.
1 MOTION PLANNING WITH MODEL-BASED OPTIMIZATION
1.1 The Motion Planning Problem
When planning a trajectory, the objective is to
find the inputs (steering angle, driving or braking
torque) that drive the vehicle from the current initial
state to a desired end state with respect to its
nonholonomic dynamics, meanwhile satisfying the
requirements described in Section 0, namely; safety,
dynamical feasibility, comfort, and the possibility of
customization. Safety means that the trajectory must
not lead to collision with fellow traffic participants.
To reach dynamical feasibility, the vehicle must be
able to drive along the planned trajectory with respect
to its nonholonomic dynamics. Passenger comfort is
strongly subjective, but researches show that it is in
correlation with the magnitude of acceleration and jerk
along the trajectory [30]. The passengers should also
be able to influence motion characteristics within the
limits of dynamical feasibility, e.g. to prefer minimal
travel time over comfort and vice versa.
Mathematically, the motion planning can be
formulated as a constrained nonlinear optimization
problem as follows:
min
p
J(X(p, t)) =∑
i
wizi(X(p, t)), (1)
subject to
X˙(p, t) = f (X(p, t),u(p, t)), (2)
C(X(p, t)) = 0. (3)
Firstly, Eq. (1) is the objective function where arbitrary
trajectory qualifiers zi(X(p, t)) can be specified
depending on the state of the vehicle X(p, t) which are
describing the goodness of the generated motion, and
the influence of these qualifiers is weighted by factors
wi. The weighting also allows some customization
according to individual preferences of passengers. The
applied objective function is detailed in Subsection
1.2. Secondly, Eq. (2) represents the dynamics of
the vehicle introduced in Subsection 1.3. Finally,
Eq. (3) represents that the vehicle must reach the
required end state formulated as constraint equation
C(X(p, t)), which topic is detailed in Subsection 1.4.
The optimized variable p is a vector of parameters
which are determining the input of the vehicle u(p, t).
The input parametrization is described in Subsection
1.5.
1.2 Objective Function
Main contributors to passenger discomfort are
acceleration and jerk, because these quantities
influence the acting force. In [31] it was shown that
the application of the following cost function can
effectively be used for optimization based trajectory
planning to maintain passenger comfort and minimize
travel time at the same time:
J(X(p, t)) =wtt f +wj
∫ t f
0
[
...yV (t)]2dt+
wa
∫ t f
0
[y¨V (t)]2dt,
(4)
where
...yV and y¨V are the lateral jerk and acceleration
of the vehicle, t f is the travel time along the trajectory,
and wj, wa, and wt are weighting constants.
1.3 Model of Dynamics
From the perspective of the optimization problem, the
model of the vehicle dynamics can be of any kind.
On one hand, to ensure a high level of dynamical
feasibility, the model should precisely describe the
motion of the vehicle in every governable driving
scenarios. On the other hand, calculation of the
vehicle’s motion comes with a considerable amount
of computation effort, which should be obviously kept
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as low as possible. The vehicle model applied in this
paper is an enhanced version of the nonlinear single
track model that is used in [32].
The planar multi-body model (Fig. 1) consists
of a chassis with mass m and moment of inertia θ
about its vertical axis (zV ), and virtual front and rear
wheels with moment of inertia θ f , θr about their own
rotation axes (yVf , y
V
r ) representing the complete front
and rear axes of the vehicle. The chassis can move
longitudinally x and laterally y, and rotate ψ about its
vertical axis. The wheels can rotate ρ f , ρr about their
axes as well. The center of gravity of the vehicle is
considered to be constant. The radii of the wheels are
noted with r f and r f , the center of gravity height of the
vehicle is marked with h, and the horizontal distance
between the center of gravity and the front and rear
wheel centers are denoted with l f and l f respectively.
The inputs of the model are the steering angle of the
front wheel δ and the total applied driving Md and
braking Mb torques. In the following Subsections
1.3.1 and 1.3.2 superscripts are used to distinguish
dynamic quantities in the ground’s (no superscript)
vehicle’s (V ) and in the wheel’s (W ) coordinate system.
The coordinate transformations between the different
coordinate systems are not detailed due to limited
space. Furthermore, all time derivatives are noted with
dot (˙).
Fig. 1. Nonlinear single track vehicle model
1.3.1 Dynamics of the Wheels
A dynamic wheel slip model is introduced based
on [33] to increase the precision of the simulation
in case of near-standstill (drive-off, full braking)
situations, and to enable the usage of explicit ordinary
differential equation (ODE) solvers and larger step
sizes. The dynamic equations for the front wheel are
the following:
ρ¨ f =
1
θ f
(
Mf ,d− r f FWf ,x−Mf ,b−Mf ,rr
)
, (5)
s˙ f ,x =
1
l f ,x
(
r f ρ˙ f − x˙Wf −|x˙Wf |s f ,x
)
, (6)
s˙ f ,y =
1
l f ,y
(
− y˙Wf −|x˙Wf |s f ,y
)
. (7)
Eq. (5) represents the motion of the wheel. In
case of driving, the total driving torque is distributed
by an arbitrary factor ξM between the front Md, f
and rear Md,r wheels. In case of braking, ideal
break torque distribution (in sense that the longitudinal
wheel slip values are equal for the two wheels) is
applied to compute the wheel braking torques Mb, f
and Mb,r. Eqs. (6) and (7) are used to calculate the
dynamic longitudinal and lateral wheel slips. The slip
dependent longitudinal relaxation length is:
l f ,x = max
(
l f ,x,0
(
1− Cf ,F
3Df ,x
|s f ,x|
)
, l f ,x,min
)
, (8)
with Cf ,F = Bf ,xCf ,xD f , where l f ,x,0 and l f ,x,min are
the longitudinal relaxation lengths at standstill and at
wheel spin or lock respectively. Eq. (8) is also valid for
the lateral direction l f ,y as well, with the substitution of
subscripts x and y. The tire forces are calculated by the
Magic Formula:
FWf ,x =Df sin{Cf ,x arctan(Bf ,xs˜ f ,x−
E[Bf ,xs˜ f ,x− arctan(Bf ,xs˜ f ,x)])},
(9)
with Df = µ f FWf ,z, where µ f is the static coefficient
of friction between tire and road surfaces, and Bf ,x,
Cf ,x, Ef ,x are parameters. Eq. (9) is valid for the
lateral direction FWf ,y as well, with the substitution of
subscripts x with y.
To enhance the behavior of the model at very low
speeds e.g. when starting from or braking to standstill,
a slip damping factor is applied like following:
k f ,x = 12k f ,x,0
(
1+ cos
(
pi
|x˙Wf |
vlow
))
, if x˙Wf ≤ vlow
0, if x˙Wf > vlow
,
(10)
where k f ,x,0 is the damping value zero velocity and vlow
is the velocity at which damping is switched off. The
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damping is only applied in the longitudinal direction,
the damped slip values are:
s˜ f ,x = s fx +
k f ,x
Cf ,F
(r f ρ˙ f − x˙Wf ), (11)
s˜ f ,y = s f ,y. (12)
The rolling resistance torque is calculated as
follows:
Mf ,rr =FWf ,zr f sign(r f ρ˙ f )·
[Arr+Brr|r f ρ˙ f |+Crr(r f ρ˙ f )2],
(13)
where Arr, Brr, and Crr are rolling resistance
coefficients. Eqs. (5) to (13) are all valid for the rear
wheel with changing the subscripts from f to r.
1.3.2 Dynamics of the Chassis
The dynamics of the chassis is now expressed in
the inertial coordinate system of the ground. The
equations of motion are:
x¨=
1
m
(Ff ,x+Fr,x+Fd,x), (14)
y¨=
1
m
(Ff ,y+Fr,y+Fd,y), (15)
ψ¨ =
1
θ
(l f FVf ,y− lrFVr,y). (16)
Aerodynamic drag force is applied to the vehicle
according to the following:
FVd,x =
1
2
cDAfρAx˙V
√
x˙V + y˙V , (17)
FVd,y =
1
2
cDAfρAy˙V
√
x˙V + y˙V , (18)
where cD is the drag coefficient and Af is the frontal
area of the vehicle, and ρA is the mass density of air.
1.3.3 Closed Loop Control
Since the developed motion is described by the
temporal course of the vehicle’s state along the
trajectory, a mapping is needed between wheel level
inputs (steering angle δ , driving Md and braking Mb
torque) to some of the state variables to facilitate
the usage of input functions meaningful from the
perspective of vehicle motion. This mapping is
reached by applying closed loop trajectory tracking
control. From the view of the optimization problem,
arbitrary methods can be used to implement the
control. In this paper, two independent linear
quadratic regulator (LQR) controls are used. The
longitudinal controller is responsible for the tracking
of longitudinal velocity reference vre f as well as the
lateral controller follows a yaw-rate ωre f reference.
The selection of controllers is of course in close
relationship with the input functions applied in the
optimization problem, described in Subsection 1.5.
1.4 Constraints
The required end configuration of the vehicle must be
formulated in form of constraints for the optimization
problem described in Eq. (3). In this work this
is happening with application of nonlinear equality
constraints. The minimum feasible set of specified end
state variables are position x f , y f and orientation ψ f ,
however it is also reasonable to define the yaw rate ψ˙ f .
Accordingly, the applied constraint equation is:
C(X) = Xf −X(t f ) =

x f
y f
ψ f
ψ˙ f
−

x(t f )
y(t f )
ψ(t f )
ψ˙(t f )
= 0. (19)
1.5 Input Functions
In [17] it is shown that longitudinal velocity and
yaw rate can efficiently (relatively small number
of parameters enables feasible customization) be
parametrized to describe the vehicle’s motion. In
current work, longitudinal velocity is always chosen
constant (vre f = const.) along the trajectory to reduce
the number of free parameters. This choice is not
unreasonable because the travel time typically remains
in range of a few seconds.
As the yaw-rate input signal, a polynomial
spline profile shown in Fig. 2 is used. The
spline is parametrized by knot points that are placed
equidistantly, and by the time span. In current work,
Fig. 2. Yaw-rate reference signal parametrization
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a cubic spline is used which means 4 knot point
parameters and the travel time parameter additionally.
The first knot point is however chosen to be exactly
the initial value of yaw-rate of the vehicle ψ˙i to avoid
jumps in control inputs. Accordingly, the reduced
parameter vector is:
pω =
[
ω1 ω2 ω3 t f
]T
. (20)
1.6 Solution of the Planning Problem
Fig. 3 shows the architecture of how the solution pˆ of
the optimization problem represented by Eqs. (1) to (3)
is found. The inputs of the optimization process are
the current initial state Xi, and the required terminal
state Xf of the vehicle, and an initial guess on the input
function parameters p0. The initial guess is chosen to
the parameters of straight drive, namely:
p0 =
[
0 0 0 x f /vre f
]
. (21)
The iteration step begins with the evaluation of
the input function (the polynomial spline yaw rate
reference) based on the parameter values. The
response of the controller-vehicle system is then
calculated by the following equation:
X(p, t) = Xi+
∫ t
0
f (X(p,τ),u(p,τ)dτ, (22)
which can be solved numerically with the 4th
Runge-Kutta method for instance. Knowing the
trajectory, the objective function (Eq. (4)) and the
constraint function (Eq. (19)) are evaluated, and the
optimization solver checks if a feasible solution is
found. If so, the motion planning is solved. Otherwise,
the optimization solver calculates a correction of the
parameters based on the objective and constraint values
and starts a new iteration step with these corrected
values.
Fig. 3. Optimization planner architecture
As an optimization solver, interior point
methods, trust region methods or sequential quadratic
programming methods can be used.
2 HYBRID APPROACH USING ARTIFICIAL NEURAL
NETWORKS
2.1 Basic Concept
The nonlinear optimization based trajectory planning
method presented in Section 1 introduces a
sophisticated vehicle dynamics-focused approach.
This comes at the price of significant computational
requirements, which makes the current implementation
unable to fulfill real-time applicability. Artificial
neural networks have been used for function
approximation since a long time. During planning,
the optimization planner performs a mapping from
the initial and terminal configurations of the vehicle
to the appropriate input function parameters that will
drive the vehicle accordingly. With the training of an
artificial neural network via supervised learning to
approximate this mapping, the optimization motion
planning algorithm could be substituted. However,
the trained neural network will always behave as a
black box system. As such, it cannot be applied as a
standalone algorithm, because there is no guarantee
that it will produce a feasible output in all scenarios.
In this paper, two possible applications of an artificial
neural network are described, which are operating
the network together with the classical model based
methods to provide feasible motions with faster
computation times.
2.2 Initial Value Generator
The computation time of the optimization planner
can be greatly decreased, if the initial guess of the
optimized variable p0 is already close to the optimal
solution. The initial value chosen in Eq. (21) is
however obviously not near the optimum. The first
idea is to use the neural network to provide a better
initial guess instead. As the neural network is trained
to provide the optimal solution, its output is expected
to be at least close to the optimum considering also
the estimation error. The output of the network flows
through the whole original optimization loop (Fig. 3,
3rd input), which means that the process will correct
a potential infeasible result. In the following, this
approach will be referred to as initialized optimization
planner.
2.3 Hybrid Neural Network Planner
Another possibility is to completely substitute the
on-line optimization with the neural network as shown
in Fig. 4. The plausibility of the network’s output is
in this case checked with the motion predictor which
is the core of the optimization algorithm. The end
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state of the vehicle actually reached when driven by the
input signals provided by the neural network estimator
is compared with the required end state. In case the
magnitude of error is not permissible, an emergency
trajectory can be used. This solution will be referred to
as hybrid nn planner.
Fig. 4. Hybrid NN planner architecture
2.4 Training of Networks
As described in Subsections 2.2 and 2.3, our goal
here is to create a network that can substitute the
above mentioned trajectory planning algorithm, or at
least provide a sufficient initial value guess for the
optimizer. Numerous artificial neural networks with
different parameter sets were trained to fulfill these
tasks.
The network’s input consists of the vehicle’s state
variables selected as constraints for the optimization
problem in Eq. (19) both at the initial and at the
target configurations. Additionally, the initial and
final state vectors are both containing the selected
constant travel velocity vre f described in Subsection
1.5. The network’s output contains the parameters of
the third-order yaw-rate reference spline defined in Eq.
(20).
A data set of 16000 lane changing and curved lane
keeping trajectory samples for training was generated
with the model-based optimization proposed in Section
1. From the start configuration of:
Xi =
[
xi yi ψi ψ˙i vi
]T
=
[
0 0 0 0 vre f
]T
,
(23)
the target state vectors are defined by the following
equations and ranges:
Xf =

x f
y f
ψ f
ψ˙ f
v f

=

50 . . .100 m
−0.15x f . . .0.15x f m
−0.1ψC . . .1.2ψC rad
vre f
sin(ψ f )
x f
rad/s
vre f m/s

, (24)
where ψC = 2arctan(
y f
x f
) is the yaw angle of circular
path, and vre f is chosen to 20 m/s. The ranges were
determined by vehicle simulations to cover the whole
dynamically feasible region ahead of the vehicle, and
the edges are selected to reach even extreme dynamical
parameters (e.g. lateral acceleration up to near 1g). A
portion of the generated sample trajectories is shown
in Fig. 5. In Section 3, all the figures will show the
results regarding to these trajectories, in the ascending
order of maximal lateral acceleration.
Fig. 5. Sample trajectories
The core of the complex problem of computing
dynamically feasible motions is irrelevant from
the perspective of the training of an artificial
neural network. The problem that the network
is needed to provide a solution for is handled
as a general function approximation. In order
to explore the benefits of different networks to
reach the best regression possible, several parameters
defining the training or the network itself were
used in every possible combinations. Although
Levenberg-Marquandt algorithm is well-known for its
superior performance in function approximation, in
order to perform a more comprehensive study on the
training process, Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno
(BFGS) and resilient back-propagation algorithms
were also targets of examination.
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Regarding network architecture two variants
defining the connection of the adjacent layers
differently were tested: feed-forward and cascade
structures.
The input layer defined by the input vectors
consists of 10 neurons, while the output layer
using linear transfer function is of 4 neuron size,
corresponding to the output vector defining the planned
yaw-rate reference. Hidden layers use tangent sigmoid
transfer function were examined in seven different
structures: one layer sized [10] and [20], two layers
sized [10; 8], [20; 8], [30; 10], three layers sized [10;
20; 8], [20; 10; 8]. The decomposition of the training
data set for train, validation and test sets is also a
factor worth consideration regarding the result of the
training. Five different ratios were tested: [80:10:10],
[70:15:15], [60:25:15], [60:15:25] and [50:25:25].
Every network with different parameter sets were
trained five times with different initial values and were
saved with the weights and biases culminating in the
best test results, in order to exclude the effect of the
potentially occurring error of finding local extremes
instead of the global minimum of the error function
during the training process. As it was expected, the
training algorithm resulting in the fastest convergence
was the Levenberg-Marquandt method, which resulted
the networks to reach the performance goal in an order
of magnitude faster than the networks trained with
either BFGS or resilient back-propagation algorithm.
Based on the test results, one hidden layer sized
cascade networks and networks with multiple hidden
layers provided the best performance on the test data
set, while no major difference was occurring regarding
the number of neurons.
In respect to regression, the trained networks
perform the function approximation task with mean
squared error values around 10-2 on the test data set.
3 TESTING AND BENCHMARKING
3.1 Comparison of Run-time
Fig. 6 shows the run-time of the motion planning
algorithms normalized to the run-time of the
optimization planner:
kt(i) =
t jcalc(i)
toptcalc(i)
, (25)
where i is the index of the trajectory, toptcalc(i) is
the calculation time of the ith trajectory with the
optimization planner, and t jcalc(i) is the calculation
time with planner j. The average planning time
of the initialized optimization planner is decreased
significantly by 51 %. The speed-up is even more
essential in case of the hybrid nn planner, the average
planning time is here decreased by 96.63 %.
Fig. 6. Normalized run-times
As the run-time of the optimization planner is in
the magnitude of 1 s, the results show, that even the
current MATLAB based implementation of the hybrid
nn planner may be suitable for real-time application
from the perspective of planning time.
3.2 Comparison of Performance
3.2.1 Performance of Reference Parameter Estimation
The deviation between the planned reference
parameters normalized to the output parameters
of the optimization planner shown in Fig. 7 is
calculated by:
kp(i) =
∥∥∥∥ p j(i)− popt(i)popt(i)
∥∥∥∥ , (26)
where popt(i) is the parameter vector generated by the
optimization planner in case of the ith trajectory, and
p j(i) is the parameter vector in case of planner j.
As expected, the deviation of the input function
parameters is negligible in case of the initialized
optimization planner. On the other hand, the hybrid
nn planner produces a deviation of 4.35 % in average,
that even reaches 14.76 %maximally. The values show
how well neural network could be trained. It can be
declared, that the goodness of the estimation is not
in correspondence with the dynamical complexity of
the trajectory, as it is not increasing or decreasing with
growing lateral accelerations. Although the deviations
are not very small, the main point is the influence of
the estimation error to the motion of the vehicle.
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Fig. 7. Normalized deviation of reference parameters
3.2.2 Deviations in Vehicle State
The final value of state constraints, namely the
euclidean norm of deviation between prescribed Xf
and actually reached X(t f ) end states of the vehicle
is shown in Fig. 8. The deviation of the initialized
optimization planner is again negligible, as the
constraint tolerance of the nonlinear optimization
solver is set to a sufficiently low value (10-4). In case
of the hybrid nn planner, the norm of state constraint
is noticeable. This is expected based on the results
in Fig. 7. The main contributor to the total value is
the deviation in the final vehicle position, so we can
declare a maximal position error of approximately 40
cm after the whole planned motion (≈2 s), which is
remarkable.
However, the motions planned by the algorithm
are actually only meant to be executed until the result
of the next trajectory planning cycle is being calculated
(≈50 ms), and new trajectories are expected to be
planned as frequently as possible. The vehicle state
deviation when considering only the executed part of
the trajectory is calculated as follows:
CT (X) = Xopt(tnncalc)−Xnn(tnncalc), (27)
Fig. 8. Final deviation of vehicle state
where Xopt(·) and Xnn(·) are the state of the vehicle
in case of the optimization planner and the hybrid
nn planner respectively, and tnncalc is the maximal
calculation time with the hybrid nn planner.
Fig. 9. Final deviation of vehicle state considering only the driven part
The results in Fig. 9 show that the state deviations
are in a feasible range (with a maximal position
deviation of approximately 1.3 mm) when considering
only the driven part of the motion.
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3.2.3 Influences on the Optimality Criteria
As the proposed optimization planner provides an
optimal motion with respect to the comfort of
the passengers with the minimization of lateral
acceleration y¨V , a corresponding comparison is also
advisable and is shown in Fig. 10. The maximal
value of lateral acceleration normalized to the
maximal lateral acceleration developing in case of the
optimization planner is calculated by the following
equation:
kay =
max(y¨V, j(i))
max(y¨V,opt(i))
, (28)
where y¨V,opt(i) is the lateral acceleration of the ith
trajectory in case of the optimization planner, and
y¨V, j(i) is the lateral acceleration in case of planner j.
Fig. 10. Normalized maximal lateral accelerations
Once again, the performance of the initialized
optimization planner is virtually the same, as expected.
The hybrid nn planner produces a maximal increase
of approximately 7.85 %, while the average stays
around zero deviation. The value of maximal lateral
acceleration is even smaller in several cases, which
is possible by the violation of the prescribed end
configuration.
3.3 Validation of Benchmark Results
As the run-time of the hybrid nn planner enables
real-time application, the benchmark results for this
algorithm were validated with the industrial vehicle
simulation software IPG CarMaker to prepare the
application on a test car. The examination with a highly
accurate, close-to-real environment was important,
bacause the benchmark results in Section 3.2 were
evaluated using the same single-track vehicle model
that is employed in the optimization planner, which
means that the deviations between the nominal system
and a real vehicle due to unmodeled dynamics and
changing environment conditions are not considered
there.
Fig. 11. Lane change maneuver in CarMaker
Fig. 11 shows a lane change maneuver performed
by the proposed planner in the CarMaker environment.
The virtual test vehicle is chosen as a mid-size
passenger car. The main parameters of the chassis
(m, θ , l f , lr) and the wheels (r f , rr, µ f , µr) of the
vehicle motion estimator module of the planner were
not adjusted exactly to the simulated vehicle to model
the inevitable differences between the nominal and the
actual systems (e.g. mass depending on the number of
passengers).
The CarMaker simulation results on Fig. 12 show
that the deviations of the vehicle’s final state from
the planning target are higher than the ones on Fig.
8 but remain in case of almost every trajectory under
a position error of 1 m. The deviation after the time
frame necessary for the planning of the following
trajectory is typically in a range of a few centimeters
as shown in Fig. 13, which is not very small but is still
in a feasible range considering that a suitable safety
margin is used for collision avoidance.
In terms of the highest lateral acceleration
along the planned motion, Fig. 14 even shows an
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Fig. 12. Final deviation of vehicle state in CarMaker
Fig. 13. Final deviation of vehicle state considering only the driven part in
CarMaker
improvement in average. Of course, this is mainly
possible due to the violation of the state constraints,
but the overall performance is very similar to the one
on Fig. 10.
4 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this paper a nonlinear optimization based
trajectory planning algorithm is proposed to generate
dynamically feasible, comfortable, and configurable
motion for highly automated or autonomous road
vehicles with the model-based prediction of the
vehicle’s motion. The main drawback of the developed
approach is the significant computation time, which
jeopardizes real-time usage even with a possible move
from the current MATLAB based implementation to a
faster one, e.g. in C++.
To overcome this issue, two hybrid approaches are
suggested with the application of an artificial neural
network. Based on a dataset generated off-line with the
optimization planner, the network is trained to solve
the motion planning problem by the approximation
Fig. 14. Normalized maximal lateral accelerations in CarMaker
of the optimization planner’s behavior. The first
method uses the output of the neural network as
an initial guess of the optimization process. This
halves the run-time of the planning while maintaining
the same performance regarding dynamical feasibility
and motion optimality. The second algorithm skips
the optimization entirely, using the neural network’s
output directly. The trajectory of the vehicle is
calculated with the motion predictor applied in the
optimization planner. The plausibility of the network’s
output is checked by the comparison of the prescribed
and actually reached final states, which eliminates the
problematic of the neural network being a black-box
system. Although there are remarkable differences
between the motions planned by the neural network
and the optimization process when considering the
whole trajectory, the deviations are in a feasible range
if only the part of the motion which is meant to
be actually driven is dealt with. The significantly
decreased computation time can even enable the
real-time usage of the proposed hybrid approach.
There are multiple enhancement opportunities of
the presented work. Firstly, the performance of the
neural network estimator could be examined in case
of the usage of more state constraint variables (input
variables) as well as a greater magnitude of training
data. The behavior of the algorithm should also be
investigated in real operating conditions, when it is
used as a continuously running motion planning task
with a defined output rate to generate interconnected
trajectories for long term vehicle motion. Secondly,
the current work is not dealing with the generation of
a safe emergency motion in case of the neural network
generates a highly infeasible solution, which topic is
however important for real applicability. Considering
that the optimization planner must not be used online,
but only to provide the learning samples for the neural
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network, an even more accurate twin-track vehicle
model could be used to evaluate the trajectories.
As the authors are developing the optimization
planner to include obstacle avoidance internally in the
optimization problem, a corresponding extension of
the presented neural network approach would also be
an interesting opportunity.
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